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By Grace Timothy

HarperCollins Publishers, United Kingdom, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. In this wry, resonant and darkly funny memoir, journalist Grace Timothy explores
a question most women will face at some point: if becoming a mother means the person you were
before has gone; who exactly is left in its place? Best described as The Wrong Knickers for mums, in
Mum Face Grace explores motherhood as an issue of identity. What begins as shock and then denial
of how your life will change has to become acceptance when you re too big to walk/waddle/work;
you re fully repurposed now; you re a mum, in everything you do, and everyone knows it. From the
physical and emotional changes you encounter to the way your agenda and daily life is altered,
your identity is constantly up for redefinition. As the friends and colleagues who shape and support
your sense of self slip away, work dwindles as every hour becomes a moment you should be with
your child, and your confidence is knocked by the constant feedback from everyone, you try and fit
in everywhere - old life, new life - and don t fit anywhere. It s the identity...
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This book might be worth a read, and far better than other. It is rally interesting throgh studying time period. I discovered this book from my i and dad
suggested this ebook to find out.
-- Isobel B a iley-- Isobel B a iley

This pdf is great. It is actually rally exciting throgh reading time. Your daily life span is going to be transform when you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Fr a ncis Lubowitz-- Fr a ncis Lubowitz
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